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This work presents an analysis of a two-hinged 
circular arch by both the elastic theory and the deflection 
theory. The basic assumption made in this analysis was that 
the moment of inertia of the arch rib and the normal force 
vary as the secant of the angle with respect to the crown. 
The increase of maximum moment as found by the deflection 
theory was in the range of 30%.
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8INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this study is to compare elastic theory 
with deflection theory as applied to a long span-low rise 
arch.
The elastic theory has been in use for many years in 
the design of structures. In general, any change of geo­
metry of the structure due to strain is neglected in this 
theory. When the elastic displacements are small, analysis 
by the elastic theory is sufficient, but, when the elastic 
displacements are appreciable, the error introduced may be 
an important factor in the design.
Methods more exact than the elastic theory have been 
developed for some of the problems of structural design in 
which deflections should be considered. The "deflection 
theory" for suspension bridges, which takes into account 
the elastic displacements of the structure, was first used 
in the United States in the design of the Manhattan Bridge 
in New York. It was amplified and developed further in 
the design of later suspension bridges. This theory, which 
results in lower bending moments in the stiffening truss of 
a suspension bridge than those calculated by the elastic 
theory, is considered applicable for practically all spans.
Columns under eccentric loads or with initial curvature 
and columns under the combined action of axial and transverse 
loads continue to receive considerable attention. The rib 
of an arch bridges, being a compression member subject to
9both direct and bending stress, will have deflection cha­
racteristics similar to those of a column under the same 
type of loading.
The "deflection theory" includes those methods of 
analysis that are applicable to structures in which signifi­
cant changes in internal stresses and / or reactions result 
from changes in geometry as loads are applied. The essen­
tial difference between the elastic theory and the deflection 
theory is that in the former the stresses and reactions are 
computed on the basis of the unloaded position of the structure, 
whereas in the latter they are computed from the final deflected 
position. In both theories the structure is considered to 
be elastic in that stresses and strains are assumed to be 
proportional.
Some work has been done with the deflection theory in 
the analysis of suspension bridges and long-span arches. An 
arch is a good illustration of a structure in which stresses 
may be materially affected by deflections. In Fig4-1 the 
solid curve represents
Fig. 1-1
the axis of an undeflected arch rib, and the dashed-line 
curve the axis of the deflected rib. If the elastic theory 
is used in the analysis, the positive moment at the crown 
would be considered to be reduced by the horizontal reaction 
H acting with a lever arm h^. Actually, however, because 
of the deflection, the true lever arm for H should be h2> 
and the deflection theory would use h2 in the analysis. In 
the case of arches, an analysis by the elastic theory will 
give stresses in the arch rib which will be lower than those 
actually existing. In any type of arch, the rib or truss 
has two distinct functions: 1) to withstand direct com­
pression, and 2) to furnish the flexural rigidity necessary 
to resist the bending moment created when the equilibrium 
polygon for the applied load system does not coincide with 
position of the arch axis. The moment at any point of the 
arch axis, calculated by the usual elastic theory methods, 
is equal to axial thrust at that point multiplied by the 
perpendicular distance from the fumicular polygon for the 
applied load system to the unmoved arch axis. For long 
span arches, however, this common method of analysis is 
deficient because the arch axis does move considerably, 
and creates additional moments which in turn further increase 
the distance between the funicular polygon and the arch axis. 
This inevitable amplification of moment merits careful con­
sideration by the designer.
In the case of a 950-ft two-hinged trial arch designed 
as a preliminary study for the Rainbow Arch Bridge (1) at
1±
Niagara Falls, it was found (1) that deflection of the rib 
increased the quarter point moment by 64%, increased the 
quarter point stress by 29%, and decreased the factor of 
safety from 1.87 to 1.30. In the hingeless arch which was 
actually constructed, analysis by the deflection theory re­
sulted in quarter point moments 18% and quarter point stresses 
7% in excess of those given by the elastic theory.
Several deflection theories, developed in the past 
fifty years, are available to determine the additional stresses 
and deflections produced by the deflection of the arch axis 
under load. Either restrictive application or extensive 
computations, however, have prevented any of these methods 
from gaining universal acceptance. More important also is 
the fact that these are methods of analysis and not methods 
of design.
The primary purpose of this study is to investigate 
the deflection effect in a two-hinged arch subjected to 
uniform loads by using the reactions, shears, thrust, and 
moments obtained by the elastic theory method as a first 
approximation. The displacements will then be computed and 
the shears, thrusts, and moments will be recalculated con­
sidering the loads and the arch in this displaced position.
This procedure will be repeated until convergence is apparent­
ly assured.
Since the computation of the deflection curve of an 
indeterminate structure is very laborious, an analysis with
1 2
the aid of a digital computer is highly recommended and will 
be used in this investigation.
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
J. Melan (2) developed a deflection theory for two- 
-hinged arch ribs with parabolic axis and constant cross 
section. Horizontal displacement components were neglected
^2 j2 ^and the further approximation was used that ---y— = ---y-ds^ dx^ ,
in which u = radial component of displacement of the rib; 
ds * differential element of length of the arch rib; and 
^ = vertical displacement of the rib.
S. Kasamowsky (3) obtained a solution for the deflec­
tion stresses in a constant-section two-hinged arch rib 
with parabolic arch axis. He assumed that ^ = ucos0 in 
which ))= vertical displacement of the rib; 0 » angle change, 
and that there was no horizontal displacement. The analysis 
was restricted to the case of live load extending over 
one half of the span.
B. Friz (4) developed equations for three-hinged, two- 
-hinged, and hingeless arch ribs of constant cross section 
and parabolic arch axis. .Horizontal displacements were 
neglected and the assumption was made that = ucos 6. 
Fritz's equations are applicable for a uniform live load 
over any part of the span length.
A. Freudenthal (5) assumed that the radial displacement 
is equal to the vertical component of deflection. He ob­
tained a solution for the stresses in either a t^o-hinged 
rib or a hingeless arch rib with parabolic axis and a
14
variation of cross section given by I = I sec 0 in which
I = the moment of inertia referred to the crown, c
In a deflection theory for two-hinged arch ribs,
George Stern, (6) Assoc. M. Am. Soc. C.E., assumed that 
there were no horizontal displacements of vertical loads 
and that - ucos 0. The variation in cross-section of 
rib was taken into account by assuming the arch to be 
divided into any number of sub-divisions with constant 
section over each element. This theory may be used for any 
shape of arch axis and any loading condition.
The statement that several deflection theories are 
available for arch ribs throws an incorrect light on the 
problem. Written in differential terms, the problem is 
elucidated completely, and the theory is unique. Methods 
of integrating the differential equation may differ, generally 
because terms are neglected in order to simplify the cal­
culations. The fact that results may differ shows that 
simplifications made are not justified and lead to inaccurate 
or erroneous results.
Under the action of axial forces and lateral loads 
curved beams deflect differently from beams submitted to 
lateral loads only. Many years ago, the late Milo S.
Ketchum, (6) Hon. M. Am. Soc. C.E., presented a formula for 
the combined effects of bending and axial loads in the elastic 
range. Some formulas developed subsequently herein will show 
the simplicity of the problem, even if a fairly close ap­
proximation (say, within 1%, generally) is required. They
15
avoid unnecessary loss of time in design and they demonstrate 
the effect of deflections as soon as the working stress 
under axial load, the span, the depth and type of beam, 
and the end conditions are selected. From those formulas 
a "factor of amplification", c, can be determined which 
represents the ratio of actual deflections to deflections 
calculated for a beam without axial load, and also the ratio 
of moments in both conditions. That factor is defined as:
c = _____1______ ___ s _____I_____
t , W 2 1
'TT2 e k 2
________1_______
T ( L i ) 2 
1 +  - o — “----
T  21
in which,
S — unit stress due to axial load a
K = radius of gyration of the arch
Tc = thrust that causes buckling
L-^  = effective freSy length of span. (The is the
total length for a hinged beam under an applied active axial load. It *s also the length of the arch between the crown and the skewbacks 
for a hinged arch under the action of applied transverse loads applied on half of the span and thrust of 0.7 of that length, approximately, if the ends are fixed.)
E = Young's modulus pf elasticity
T = Total direct thrust
I = moment of inertia of the rib cross section.
In the designing of the Rainbow Arch for Niagara Falls, 
Hardesty, Garrelts, and Hedrick (1) found that values for
IB
the moments at various sections of a two-hinged rib, as 
obtained by the deflection theory, can be rather closely 
approximated by completing two cycles of computations and 
then applying the equation:
in which is approximately the value for the moment at 
a given section which would be obtained for the moment at 
same section if the deflection theory were applied; is 
the value obtained for the moment at the same section by 
the first cycle of the elastic theory; and A m  is the 
difference in the given moment as indicated by the first 
and the second cycles of the elastic theory.
1
M =  M --------------------------------------------------d e /v/ - A  m
K
ANALYSIS OF TWO-HINGED ARCH BY ELASTIC THEORY
In the discussion of Arch Analysis by the elastic 
theory, the two-hinged arch is statically indeterminate 
in the first degree. It can be transformed into a statical­
ly determinate structure either by removing the horizontal 
reaction and treating it as a simply supported curved beam 
or by introducing an intermediate hinge, usually at the 
crown, and treating the resulting three-hinged arch as the 
base structure. The former method is usually the more con­
venient and will be followed in the subsequent discussion.
Considering the arch in Fig.3-1, the horizontal force 
is removed by placing the end A on rollers, and the horizontal 
deflection <5p due to the loads is computed. Since it is a 
condition of the problem that point A remains fixed, but 
not allowed to rotate, the value of H is determined as the 
horizontal force which, acting alone, will produce a dis­
placement at A such* that
require special consideration as indicated in the following 
article.
(3-1)
The quantities <5p and H» being curved-bar displacements,
1. The Equation for H (Vertical Loads)
If one neglects the effect of axial distortion in
<5p + * 0
or, if 61h  = displacement due to H = unity,
^p + h 4 h 5=5 0 (3-2)
18
Fig. 3-J
computing the ^ values, as was done in the analysis of rigid 
frames, Equation (3-2) becomes identical in form with the 
equation for the horizontal reaction in a two-hinged rigid 
frame with hinged bases; i.e.,
M' = moment at any point of the arch axis due to given 
loading, horizontal reaction removed
m = moment at any point due to H = unity, acting alone 
Then by the unit-load method the equation for displacement 
of the end of a curved bar may be applied to end A of the 
arch of Fig. (3-2) in the following form:
in which r is the radius of curvature of the arch rib.
The first term of the right-hand member of Equation 
(3-3) gives the displacement due to the bending of the rib 
while the expression in parentheses gives the displacement 
due to the axial thrust (rib shortening). This latter con-* -tsists of two parts: the first parenthetical term represents 
the effect of direct compression, Ads, of the elementary 
section, and the second term represents the effect of the 
angular change, A df>, of the faces of the element.






approximately parallel to the arch axis for any reasonably
regular full loading. For this condition the thrust N
producing rib shortening will be approximately N - H sec 0,
for a flat arch rib if one neglects the vertical influence
by VA (Fig. 3-2b). Also, m * -y and n * (1) cos© , whence
Squation (*3*t3) becomes✓B B ^ B
4 = “=JA ^ y-B(l -tir -1 ■ & ** *
(3-4)
For arches of low rise-to-span ratio (the only type 
Where rib shortening has any significance) it is usually 
possible to approximate the actual arch axis by a circular 
arc; i.e., the curvature is nearly uniform. Then one may 
express y in terms of r (Fig. 3-2a) as 
y = r cos 0 - r cos 0-^
Substituting in Equation (3-4) gives
A JA EI 'A j A
r r ds sec 0 cos 01 _ CB Mds H ds sec 0 cos0iAE EI y “ H ;A AE(3-5)
Finally, substituting the expression for the true moment in the
/  «
rib (M * M* - H y, where M' = bending moment due to the loads 
in the simply supported curved beam BA) in Equation (3-5), 
one has
X - f B M' ds v „ r B _ £ d s . H  f B ds sec 6 COS 81° A  I EI y - H / Ei----H / AE
A \ J A
whence r B
J M'ds
u __________ A 21______________rB 2 rBv ds ds seed cosQi
J k  El J k  AS (3-6)
The last term in the denominator represents the effect of 
rib shortening on the value of H. If, as is frequently so, 
the arch section increases from crown to support roughly 
in proportion to sec Q  so that one may write 
A = Ac sec 0 (approx.) 
one has
fB ds seed cose, fB ds oos9l cos9l f  B .
k ---n ----L -i— ----— JA ds
_ L cos9,= s____1
ACE
if Lg= length of arch axis. Equation (3-6) then becomes
f B] M’ds
H = f B v2d s AJA fil AcE (3-7)
In any practical arch structure the deflection due to
rib shortening is always small compared to the deflection 
due to bending. For the majority of arches as built, its 
effect on H is entirely negligible, and, even for an arch 
as flat as h/1. = 1/8, the error due to neglecting it seldom 





As noted previously, in this form the equation follows directly 
from the general elastic equation
if, as is almost always the case,E can be taken as constant*for 
the entire rib.
2. Horizontal Force
The Equation for H of a symmetrical two-hinged circular 
arch Cl varying as sec 0) pertaining to a uniform distributed 
loading is given in the following discussion (Fig* 3-3a):
/ M* ds / SI y
4
H = _ ---------------------------------
( v2ds
i
If one takes Xa = unity to act inward, and consider M* positive, 
m = -y, and one has s B
r-’ r  M'ds r  M' ds
x _ H . A .  JA ~ m )k




Consider that end B is placed on rollers, as shown in
Fig. (3-3b). A unit fictious horizontal force is applied
at B. Then, from equation (3-8), the expression for the
horizontal displacement of B is 
f B M'ds y
„ _ A El__________ ___
B " f B v2dsJA El (3-9)
A suming I = Icsec 0
where I = the moment of inertia of the arch rib at crown, c
and also E =gConstant for the entire rib. Then
H  L M 'y d S
B f 5 v2ds fB y2ds (3-10)
^A El sec0 *'Ac
From Fig. (3-3b) for the rib from A to B
M' = (-4?- - R cos 0) - % W(-iy- - R cos 0)2
WL2 W2R2cos20
2
y = Rsin 0 - h', ds = Rd0 
Then from symmetry,**,
J B M'yds = 2 j  ( ^  g-— 0- ) (R sine - h,?) Rd0
A 0L
f, WR2h* WL2h'R yTT * ' WR3h* WL2h'R- j( 2---------1---- >“  ~ l< *2---------5 )01
- cos eL + . COS301 + j m V  sin 2e (3.u)
r B rJL 3
| y2ds = 2 1 2 (R sin 0 - h') Rde = (-|- + Rh2) - A J 0-^
(R3 + 2h2R)0L +-|i sin 20L - 4 R2h cos 0X
( 3- 12)
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Substituting Equation (3-11) and (3-12) in Equation (3-10) 
one finds
/ WR3h' WL2h'R ■, *iY , WR3h' WL2h'R > -
<— 2--------- 3 > —  < — ----- 3“  > 6 1Hfi = —3------------------------- 3— --------------------
+Rh2)7T- (R3+ 2h2R)01+-|- sin 2Ql - 4R2h cos ex
WR2L2 n . WR4 , 3~ . Wr V  . _- —£ cos 0^+ 3—  cos ®i**" ---^ --- sxn 29^
---3---------- ----------- --- 3-------------------------
(-y- + Rh2)^- (R3+2h2R)01 *<— y- sin 201 - 4R2h cos 0L
(3-13)
3. Influence Line for Horizontal Reaction
In the arch of Fig. (3-4) (I varies as sec 0) if<S =aq
horizontal deflection at A due to a vertical load p = unity 
at q = (by Maxwell's theorem) vertical defection at q due 
to H = unity at a, one has at once r B M ds
„  .  x = _ ‘Sac, = .  ‘Sqa _  .  ^  _
a <5aa <5 aa CB M2ds
A 3 1 <3-14)
27
From Fig. (3-4) it is clear that the function of the circular 
arch with origin at A to be:
y
and,
= - n + J r2 - (x -m)2 (3-15)
Ma = - y
= simple-beam moment (for P = unity at q)
= x(l - K) when 0-<x<Kl 
and = K(L - x) when Kl-cx<L
Considering E constant and introducing dx sec 0 = ds, one has
XB




r KL- K> J 0
I sec 9 c r Lxydx + (L-x) ydx
B
y^dx
(l-K) SQx(-n r2-(x-m)^ )d:X B/A y dx 
kX l U--x)(-n +J r2-(x-m)2) dx+ T7X




(K-l) +Jq xj r^-(x-m) ^ dx - KL J q (x-m) ^ dx
f  (- n +J r^-(x-m)^ J0
28
M =  th e  moment at any point of the arch rib due to loading
= -f=- x - - Hy
= _ W L _  x . _ W | L  . H £ - » ♦ V r 2- (x-m)2 ]
p  at U m  by
r h  f L
KL J r^- (x-m) ^ dx - Ky r i r^-(x-m) ^ dx 
+ _ -Q_________ 0 M ______________
r" (-n + /{ r^-(x-m)^ dx
4. The Vertical Deflection of a Two-Hinged Arch
29
m = the moment at any point of the arch rib due to 
q unit load P applied at q
= (l-K)x - H ’y = (l-K)x - H* [ -n 4- J r2 - (x-m)2 J
when 0 <  x < K L
and = K(L-x) - H ’y = K(L-x) - H ’ £-n + (x-m)2 1
when K L <  x < L
Let E be constant, and ds = dx sec 0 , 1 =  Icsec 0, 
then, by unit load method, the vertical deflections of 
the arch rib;
I sec 0 c
^(l-K)x-H’(-n+ r2‘-(x-m)2 ^jsec 0 dx
J L (XWLk _ . _W*5 . H(_n + j r2.(x.m)2)
AcL ' Ic sec 0
[k (L-x ) - H' ( - n + /r2-(x-m)2 1  ec © dx




( k 3-k 2-h  ) + ^ —  ( k h -h k 2+ 
Jo x J r^-(x-m) 2dx + -If,
(3-16)
From Equation (3-13) and (3-16) one may solve for H and 
H', then by varying k from 0 to 1 one may acquire the 
deflection curve of the arch rib.
DEFLECTION THEORY FOR ARCHES
In an arch rib of long span considerable deformation 
will occur and design by the usual so-called "elastic 
theory" will involve appreciable errors. To obtain correct 
results, however, the deformation of the arch under the 
design loading must be considered in setting up the equations 
of equilibrium*— that is, the "deflection theory" must be 
used. Any such theory is usually found to be nonlinear - 
that is, if an applied load is doubled, the resulting 
displacements and stresses are not double the original 
value. Hence, the superposition methods do not apply.
There is, at present, no method of obtaining an exact solu­
tion to such a nonlinear problem. An approximation by 
trial-and-error procedure must be used. Since the displace­
ment expressions for the arch play a very important part 
in the deflection theory analysis., .these are given in the 
form of differential equations and are derived in the next 
article.
1. Differential Sauations for the Displacements of 
Curved Bars.
Let one consider the effect of a load p applied to an 
elastic arch with two-hinged support conditions..at abutments. 
(Fig. 4-la) It will be assumed in devloping the thick 
curved bar equations that Navier's hypothesis holds, i.e., 
that a plane section before bending remains plane after 




with respect to the loading plane, and that Hooke's Law 
applies.
As shown in Fig. (4-lb) the normal force N is positive 
if tensile, the moment M is positive if tension is on the 
inside of the bar, and the shear V is positive if it produces 
clockwise moment about any point within the free body. ^ is
the radius to tho centroidal axis of the cross section. Due
cisto the load N, the face D£ rotates through an angle  p—  .
Due to the moment M, this face rotates through an angle 
Adc<in the opposite direction. z is assumed positive when 
measured inward toward center of curvature of the member.
A fiber AB has original length given by:
AB = (f- Z) do<
The increase in length of fiber AB due to the loads shown is 
BC = Z) - + 2tW
Using Hooke's Law, the stress on the element AB is given by 
= E* (unit strain) = E-
That is, A  ds + zdo<
( f  - Z) do< 
or
2 . EZ A d *= f ----- 3~  * f z ------3TT
Then M = f ZdA (4-2)-'area
and N = f ^ dA (4-3)
-'area
34
Substituting the expression for ^ in the integral Eouation (4-2) 
one obtains
m = f f ..-g— ^ ds - + __ EZ___  . "1 zdA-1 J A l d<K + -Z dc*,
Then by separating the terms
ri - - j -----3oC* J A zdA + A ~ d'^  JK ~ y -z "~ dA
But / ZdA = 0 ,  since 2 is measured from an axis through 
the center of gravity of the cross section; hence,
d c*____________ ^__________
” d ^  r  z2E / ~B ~ —  dA (4-4)J a  r ^
from which
Mds
^ d<* = ------ ------ 2--------
E/’ J — j—  dA (4-5)
A
Since
Z 2__ = - z  + _ £ z ___^ - z  *  ^>-z
it follows that
£  -p - = - fK- - t f k “ =/7t ^ “
Then substituting this in Equation (4-4), one obtains
= ___________ 2____________
d K  r  7Sf JA p z - dA
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Solving for the thrust N in the same way, one finds that 
or
\t — ^ C -j. t x? ^  f Z j *N - f  ssr  J A dA + *• -jz r  J k ~w r
or ^
*T _ EA 4 ds . j, ^ d<?4 / 2 *N " T^3C + E ~d3^  J p r
Substituting Equation (4-6) into the above gives 
M _ EA ^ds . M
N - 7  • d s r  + p~from which \
•A ds _ N P H
do4 EA " EA (4-7)
or
^ ds - <13" - > ds <4-8>
using Equations (4-4) and (4-7) in Equation ( 4-1), one
obtains for the stress on any fiber
/ ___N_ _M__ E2 M__________A ■ pA -Z r 71' r E 1  7 V dA
_ N_ _M__ , M2 A 1
A “ ( j> -2)1' (4-9)
where
{ z2
I* = -p'—  ^  (4-10)
J k  VWhen the radius exceeds five times the depth of the bar 
which is almost always the case for the structural arch, 
the following approximations can be made
fl' = f^j ~bZ~z dA —J 'z2dA = 1 (4-11)
A » A
The instantaneous radius of curvature of the axis of the 
arch is expressed in terms of polar coordinates r, as
\ r2-rr" + 2(r’)2 (4-12)
where
r, =  -$5r a n d  r " =
The curvature is given by
1 _ r2-rrn4-2(r1)2 ___
f tr2 + (r*)2 ) 3 r T ~  (4-13)
Let u and v be the radial and tangential components of 
displacement of any point on the axis of the unloaded arch.
Let one choose the origin so that for the arch point in 
question, P = r. Then, after the arch becomes displaced 
due to the specified loads, the radius of curvature becomes
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and
^  ^ - d^ + u + vd«<
f i -
+ u
^  <e( P + u) = r  +
(The prime designates differentiation with respect to ) 
Also, ( 1 ~ ^  + u "
Hence, from Equation (4-13)
2 .„w d", ..„x . o, i..i\2
T l  ^  ‘2+(^*+u' ) 2 J 3^2 (4-14)
If u' is very much less than , and is very nearly constant 
with <p( , then p1 , />", and u ’ may be neglected in Equation 
(4-14) and  ^ ^
or
1_______ ( f4-u) -(P4u)uM71 ( >^ +u)3
1 1 UM
Ci f+u ‘ (f4-u)2
The change in curvature as point 1 deflects to 1' (see 
Fig. 4-2) is
1TT 1 _ 1 u' uf  " f+u ' (£+u) 2 ■ ' f
If one makes the further approximation that




( ^ +u) ~  ( ^ +u>2 *  ^








But J?do<^  = ds, so that
1 1 _ f d2u u I
“7 1  y ds2 J 2 J (4-16)
The relations between the change in length of a fiber of 
length ds along the axis of an arch and consequent changes 
in rotation and radius of curvature are shown in Fig. (4-3) 
The center of curvature shifts from 0 to 0* and the radius 
changes from ^ to ^ a s  the element ds changes by ds.
The angle AOC is changed to
^ do<,+ -£ ^ § _  + *  d<  = - f U - v 1. .as-
f d sNoting that d< = — jjj—  and solving for dc^  , one obtains
- , ds + -*ds ds + -Ads
A  --------T x ----------------  -------= - -f-x -'■ ■) ds
4 doc _ / 1 1 \ /• -i , Ads \
ds ” 7 l  ~ J  ^ k 1 ds ; (4-17)
Substituting Equation (4-16) for (—^- - —y~) , one obtains
>4d<< _ ✓ d2u , u x f . -^ds x // ,nx
t s ------ ( T I 2^ ^ 2 >( 1 ' (4“18)
From Equations (4-4) and (4-8), one obtains
Ad<* _ JL__ A 6 p< ___1_ Mds ~ ^ dc< " ^ “EIT
and Ads _ _JN__ Mds “ EA ~ EA£
Substituting these in Equation (4-18), one obtains
1 M / d2u j- -H-) ( l m  -J2--- -1J— )
? s r - - - < - ^ r  «• ^4-i9)
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If one assumed that for the arch is small enough
in comparison to unity to ignore, Equat'on (4-19) becomes
d2u + u _ _ M ^  _ M
ds2 El* El (4-20)
Referring again to Fig* (4-2), in considering the displacement 
of an element of length ds from points 1-2 on the axis of 
the arch to points l ,-2', the component in the* 0 - 1 direc­
tion of the displacement between point 1* and point 2* is
u + du) eos d c <  - (v + dv) sin cb< - ( ^ >4* u)
For small angles cos dol^  * 1, sin do(. =? d©^ , or
~ ^ + u * du) - (v + dv) do( - ^ 4- u
A n = du - vdo^  (neglecting higher order terms)
(4-21)
In a direction tangent to 0 - 1, the separation between 
l1 and 2* is
= ( ^  +u+du) sin d«K + (v+dv) cos d<K - v
» 0 d©( + ud©< +dv (neglecting higher order terms) 
^  * (4-22)
The length of element 1* -2* is ds + A  ds, where
ds +Ad s  = J+ u + ^ ~)2+ - v)2 d<K 
Obtaining the first few terms by the binomial expansion, 
one has . _ v)2
ds . A ds — (  C* lii i i i- - V .d°<__ -___  +-&c + -dzr-< f + « + -d^-> + 2 dv +-**-
r + u +
But
ds _ a /_du. 2 _ /__ o — «* j.“$ T  " P , - v) - ; - 2 v + v
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2. Effect of Deflection on a Two-hinged Arch
Tiro-Hinged Arch Rib
If —|jpr- and v are small, with respect to then the second
and higher terms of the series may be ignored and
= e+u + -^-
But d ^—  ; therefore
a  ^  ds _ . d  dv
c~" dT- u + \~dT (4-23)
From Equation (4-8),
A ds _ N M
ds ~ EA " EA(>
Therefore, dividing Equation (4-23) by |3 and substituting 
Equation (4-8), one obtains
u . dv _ N M
^ ds EA SA^> (4-24)
Also
d^u . u _ M M
dg2 + p2 p T T “ El (4-25)
These are the two differential equations of a curved bar 
subject to the assumptions made in their derivations.
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As shown in Fig. (4-4) the bending moment M(x) at a 
point x of a two-hinged arch can be expressed as
M(x) = m(x) - H [y(x) - /'J (x)]j (4-26)
in which H is the true horizontal thrust o£ the arch and 
m(x) is the bending moment at the same point x of a simple 
beam of the same span and cross section as the rib. The 
vertical displacement ^(x) of point x is considered positive 
when downward. The second derivative of Equation (4-26) is
---- W(x) - H — + - ^ 2dxz dxz dxz (4-27)
On the other hand, from the mechanics of materials the
following well-known relationships apply for a small
element ds of a curved bar subjected to axial force and
bending moment;
^ds _ T
ds “  EA (4-28)
and
Ad6 _ M Tdx ~ “ El cos 0 " EA p cos 0 (4-29)
in which d6 = the angle formed by the end tangents of the 
element ds, ^ds = the change in length at the neutral 
axis, and 2S d0 = the angular displacement of the element 
ds, E = Young's modulus of elasticity, A = area; cross- 
-sectional area of the arch rib, T = total direct thrust,
0 = angle change.
From the geometrical relations,
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dy = ds sin 0 (4-30)
and
dx = ds cos 0 (4-31)
the following expressions for the vertical and horizontal 
displacements, d^ and dh , are derived;
d ?J = dy +Z>0 dx (4-32)
and
d h = dx + ^ 0  dy (4-33)
By differentiating Equation (4-32) twice,
d2*7 _ Ads d2v + d(AQ)
dx2 ds dx2 dx (4-34)
and, combining Equation (4-34) with Equation (4-28) and
(4-29), the following expression can be obtained;
d2fl _ __T_ # d2y_______ M__________ T_______
dx2 JEA dx2 El cos 0 EAPcos 0
1 (4-35)
j 2  iBy substituting for T = H sec 0, ---y— = ' > introducing
d 2/- d3C 'the notation I cos 0 = 1 and ---k = 77”, and, consideringdx '1 /
that M, as well as A and I, is a function of the abscissa x, 
Equation (4-35) may be rewritten:
EI(x)>/’(x) = - m (x ) -
/ [ A(x) (4-36)
In general the second term of the right side of Equation (4-36), 
representing the effect of the normal stresses due to the 
axial thrust, has small influence on the results. The 
second derivative of this Equation, substituted into Equation 
(4-27), gives
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Equation (.4-3/; expresses the vertical displacement of a 
two-hinged arch rib as a function of the horizontal thrust 
H. In differentiating Equation (4-3b), the second term 
dependent on H was neglected. In the latter part of tnis 
discussion, however, the final so ution will also be given 
for the case in w ich that term is not disregarded.
Another relationship between horizontal thrust and 
vertical displacement can be derived from the fact that the 
relative displacement of the two hinged supports must be 
zero. Hence, from Equation (4-32) and (4-33) after some 
transformation,
By substituting Equation (4-25) and introducing an arbitrary 
- cross-sectional area A.Q , Equation (4-33) can be transformed
jna*"^  £»ma f-T na 1 1 i v> t*n
Equation (4-3/) and (4-39) represent two equations with two 
unknowns, the horizontal thrust H and the vertical displace-
equation is obtained, H and can be computed.
Equation (4-37) is a nonhomogeous differential equa­
fl+(y ' ) 2J dx = 0 
(4-39)
. As soon as the general solution of the differential
tion of the fourth order; the derivation of its general
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solutions is far too laborious to be given in detail.
The procedure followed was first to solve the correspond­
ing homogeneous differential equation. In the case of an 
arch rib of constant section (that is, I(x) = I(x) cos 0 = 
constant), the characteristic v a l u e s a n d  characteristic 
functions ^^(x) of Equation (4-37) can easily be computed 
since they represent simple sine curves. Thus the vertical 
displacement and the moment can be expressed in the form of 
Fourier series. On the other hand, if the moment of inertia 
of the rib varies, the characteristic functions are no 
longer true sine curves. To obtain these values, some 
additional preparatory computation must be made. The formulas 
that can be derived to express these sinusoidal curves are 
not too elaborate, but their complexity increases the more 
closely the variation of the moment of inertia is considered.
Once the characteristic values A  ^  and functions <56 ^ (x) 
of the corresponding homogeneous differential equation are 
computed, the general solution of the nonhomogeneous dif­
ferential equation can be expressed by a uniform and con­
vergent infinite series of these previously mentioned 
functions. This method of solving by series was first used 
by H. H. Bleich in his deflection theory of suspension 
bridges. (8) Just as the theory of arches shows a good 
analogy to that of suspension bridges, so also do the res­
pective deflection theories correspond rather well if similar 
methods of attack are used. In the case of two hinged arch
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ribs, the aforementioned series converges so rapidly that,
for all practical purposes, it is more than satisfactory
to use only a few terms of the series. Thus, the general
solution of Equation (.4-3/ may be written
i
?)(x) = ±Ll Cx) (4-40)
in which the factor is given by
a. + b. H
d.  =  ------- - --------- -------- --A. t - H (4-41)
The parameters a^ and b^ are defined by the integrals,
ai =J^ W(x) j^(x) dx (4-42)
and l
bi ~j y"Cx) ^(x) dx (.4-43)
0
as stated previously, Equation (.4-40) can now be substituted in 
Equation (4-39). Thus by integrating term by term and by 
transformation, as ex ression can finally be derived which 
contains the horizontal thrust H as the only unknox^n value:
(ai * biH>bi r^  - M - --- i----------  -ea*~~ H = 0 (4-44)i=l A± - H ^ V0
in which ,L
C =/0 " a ( x 7 'c o ^ ° 8~ ----------------- 11 +  ^ ’>2 3 d x
fi + (.y1;2 3 dx (.4-46;
In Equation ' 4-40) and (4-44) the effect of the normal 
stresses due to the thrust is disregarded. It
was mentioned before that this effect on the vertical dis­
placement is very small. Thus, in most cases, Equation 
(4-40) and (4-44) will give satisfactory results.
However, if the effect of the normal stresses is not 
neglected, the general solution of the differential equation
of the two-hinged arch problem may be expressed by .
i=*> cos <x - 9”)^ V  a.+b.H , 2 I,A r 2 1M(x) = 21 i------p (x)----- l l --------------------I' 1-1 A, - H ' 1 aa  l  „„„oa j3. COS
___________  (4-47)
in which c< = J si^"'cbs£--  * t*ie terms representing the
effect of the normal stresses, average values A^, 1^, and
are used for area, moment of inertia, and the angle 0. Using 
Equation (4-47) the following final formula can be developed:
W?<y biH>bj C H + 2IA f , 2 tan Ti-1 A. - H “ P2A LL * J" 0
1 ' A (4-48)
The derivation of Equations (4-40), (4-44), (4-47), 
show that they can be applied to any symmetrical two-hinged arch, 
irrespect’ve of the shape of the arch axis, the variation in 
cross section of the rib, and the loading condition to be 
invest’gated.
The horizontal thrust H can now be calculated from 
Equation (4-44) or (4-48) by the trial-and-error method. Once 
its value is known, the bending moment, shear, and unit stress 
may easily be computed by the conventional methods, and the 
vertical displacement can immediately be obtained from Equation 
(4-40) or (4-47).
ANALYSIS OF TYPICAL ARCH
In order to make a comparison between the elastic and
deflection theory, a numerical example for a symmetrical
two-hinged circular arch is to be considered. The span,
center to center of hinges, is to be 200 ft. with a rise of
35 ft. The moment of inertia of the arch rib is to vary
as I = I Sec 6 . Assuming E — 30,000 Kip/in^, I = 10,000 c c. 4 xn .
The general procedure for including the effects of the 
deflection in the analysis of an arch rib is summarized 
as following:
1. Determine the horizontal component of either reaction 
by the virtual work methods.
2. Divide the span of the arch rib into 20 equal seg­
ments .
3. Compute the vertical deflection components for all 
segments by the moments obtained by the elastic analysis.
Apply the deflections thus determined as corrections to the 
vertical ordinate to the undeflected arch axis in order to 
obtain the ordinates to the deflected rib.
4. Make a second analysis by the elastic theory, using 
the vertical ordinates to the deflected rib as determined in 
step 3.
5. Compute a new set of deflection components using 
the revised moments obtained in 4, and then make another 
analysis as in step 2 .
The cycle is repeated until the differences between the 
values of the horizontal reaction components, and moments 
for two suceeding cycles are considered to be negligible♦
~ ~ 1 2 %t.
Because of symmetry, only the left half span of the 
arch (from A to crown) will be analysed below.
The function of the arch rib with origin at A
y = - 125.357 +J160.3572 - ( x - 100) 2
TABLE 1 - x AND y COORDINATES
x ySegment ft. ft.
A 0 01 10 7.36212 20 13.6191
3 30 18.91484 40 23.35195 50 27.0056
6 60 29.93107 70 32.16878 80 33.7478
9 90 34.6878Crown 100 35.0000
Influence Line for Horizontal Reaction
From Equation (3-16), the influence line for horizontal 
reaction is defined as:
—  (K-l) +JQ xjr2-(x-m)2 dx - K L ^  i/r2-(x-m)2 dx
H ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~ . "
) (-n + J r2 - (x - m)2 )2 dx
“ v)
KL J q J r 2 - (x-m)2 dx - K J« x J r2 - (x - m)2 d;i
+ ------ ------ j------------------ --------------------------J (-n + J r2-(x - m)2 )2 dx 
0
in which, L = 200 ft.; n = 125.357 ft.; m = 100 ft.;
r = 160.357 ft.; K = 0,0.05, 0.10, 0.15, ___ 0.50.
The terms of the numerator and denominator were obtained 
by digital computer as shown below:
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TABLE 2 - VALUES OF £j~ -  (k-l)
2
Segment K —  (k-l)
A O  0
1 0.05 -119,089.152 0.10 -225,642.60
3 0.15 -319,660.354 0.20 -401,142.40
5 0 .2 5 -4 7 0,0 8 8 .7 56 0 .3 0 -526,499.40
7 0.35 -570,374.378 0.40 -601,713.61
9 0.45 -620,517.16Crown 0.50 -626,735.01
^  KL
TABLE 3 - VALUES OF KL J Q r2-(x-m)2 dx
rLri— 7Segment K K L ^ Z ^ r  -(x-m; dx
A O  0
1 0 .0 5 2 9 8,5 0 4 .4 4
2 0 .1 0 5 9 7,008.90
3 0 . 1 5  3 9 5,5 1 3 .5 54 0 .2 0 1 ;i94,oi7.8o
5 0 .2 5 1 ,4 9 2,522.2 06 0 .3 0 1,791,026.70
7 0.35 2,089,531.108 0.40 2,388,035.509 0.45 2,686,540.00Crown 0.50 2,985,044.40
TABLE 4 - VALUES OF K J g x|r2-(x-m)2 dx
Segment K K xy|r2-(x-m)2 dx
A O  0
.1 0.05 149 >271.66
2 0.10 298,543.323 0 .15 4 4 7,781.98
4 0.20 597,086.65
5 0.25 7^6,358.326 0.30 895,629.997 O .35 1 ,044,901.608 0.40 1,194,173.309 0.45 1,343,445.00Crown 0.50 1,492,716.60
/-KL
TABLE 5 - VALUES OF J Q xjr2-(x-m)2 dx
r  ri— 2Segment K J- xj[r -(x-m) dx
A O  0
1 0.05,' 6,5002 0.10 26,600
3 0.15 62,1754 0.20 113,0605 0.25 173,0006 0.30 265,100
7 0.35 366,0008 0.40 532,000
9 0.45 620,000Crown 0.50 773,000
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The Horizontal Reaction of the Arch 
From Equation (3-13)
, WR3h' WL2h'R x T  / WR3h' WL2h'R s „u -  ( " 2 --------  -T  ~  > 2~ ~ ( ---- 2-------------- T -----------> 9 1“  “  3 3
(— |- +Rh2)'(('- (R3+ 2h2R)0]_+ -|- sin 26 L - 4R2h cos 01
WR2L 2 -- n , WR4 ,,r3n . WR3h ’ „nr.---j---- cos 0^+ — —  cos j--- s m  z©^
+ ..3 ~ ..  ' " 3
(— |—  + Rh2)?- (R3+2h2R)6L+ sin 26^  ^ - 4R2h cos 6]^
by substituting the given values into Equation (1-13), then 
solving with the aid of a digital computer one obtains 
H = 280.65992 Kips
The Deflections and Moments of the Arch 
The following Tables are used to compute the vertical 






Segment K KL Jq 5 r^-(x-m)^ dx










And Jq (-n + J r^- (x-m)^ ^ dx = 135,337.26
Substituting the value from the above tables into Equation 
(3-16), one obtains:
These are the influence line ordinates for the horizontal 
reaction.
= 0.1836 Kips 
H2 = 0.3756 Kips 
H3 = 0.6894 Kips 
= 0.7764 Kips 
H5 = 0.9278 Kips 
H6 = 1.1608 Kips 
H7 = 1.4833 Kips 
Kg = 1.8401 Kips 
Hg = 1.8663 Kips 
H10 = 1.9104 Kips
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FIRST CYCLE
TABLE 7 - REAL BEAM MOMENT
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Moment Moment Moment Real beam
due to due to duo to moment
vertical load
reaction
X Y H M«(3)+W+(5)
Segment Ft. Ft. Kip-Ft. Kip-Ft. Kip-Ft. Kip2-F ?
A 00 0.0 00
1 10 7.3^21 2,000 -100 -2 , 0 6 6 - 1 6 6
2 20 13.6191 4,000 -400 -3,822 -222
3 30 18.9148 6,000 -900 -5,309 -209
4 40 23.3519 8,000 -1 , 6 0 0 -6 , 5 4 4 - 1 5 4
5 50 2 7 .0 0 5 6 10 ,0 0 0 -2 ,5 0 0 -7,579 . “ 79
6 60 2 9 . 9 3 1 0 1 2 , 0 0 0 -3 ,6 0 0 -8,400 00
7 70 3 2 . 1 6 8 7 14,000 -4 ,9 0 0 -9,028 72
8 80 3 3 . 7 4 7 3 1 6 ,0 0 0 -6,400 -9 , 4 7 2 128
9 90 34.6878 18,000 -8,100 -9,7 5 165
Crown 100 35.0000 20,000 -10,000 -9,323 177
5 S
( 1 )  ( 2 )  ( 3 )  ( M  ( 5 )  ( 6 )
M m Mm
Real beam Dummy moment Dummy moment Dummy moment Dummy 
moment due to vertical due to 11^ due to load beam
reaction moment
- ( 2 )  +  ( 3 )  + W  o pSegment Kip-Ft, Kip-Ft. Kip-Ft, Kip-Ft. Kip-Ft. Kip -Ft,
A 00 .0 0 0 0 0
1 - 1 6 6  9 . 5  - 0 . 1 3 5 0  0 9 . 3 6 5  - 1 , 5 5 5
2 -2 2 2 19 -0 .2^99 - 1 0  8 .7 5 0 -1 ,91*3
3 -209 2 8 .5 -0 .31*71 -2 0 8 .1 5 3  -1 ,7 0 0
1* -1 5!* 38 -0.1*285 -30 7.572 -1,158
5 - 79 1*7 -0 .1*956 —i*o 6 .501* - 5 11*
6 00 57 -0 .5!*92 -50 6 .1*51 000
7 72 6 6 .5 -0.5903 -60 6.059 1*36
8 128 76 -0.6193 -70 5 .3 8 1 689
9 165 8 5 .5  -O .6 3 6 5 -80 1*.863 802
Crown 1 7 7 95 -0.61*23 -90 1*.35S 771
X  „ -s  Mmds „  ^  Mm A x  „  -1*,170 x ll*l* x 10 „ ^  2T-1*,170°1  “ 2 Z -~ T T  “  2 " 2 ~ o7o6o~ xTo7oo6' "  -0.01*003 F t . upwardo
TABLE 8 - THE VERTICAL DEFLECTION AT POINT 1
5?
TABLE 9 - THE VERTICAL DEFLECTION AT PO NT 2
(X) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
M m Mm
Dummy moment Dummy moment Dummy moment Dummy
due to vertical due to H„ due to load beamreaction moment
=(2)+(3)+(4) p oSegment Kip-Ft. Kip-Ft. Kip-Ft. Kip-Ft, Kip-Ft. Kip -Ftf
A 00 0 0 0 0 0
1 - 1 6 6  9 -2.7644 0 6.235 -1,035
2 -222 18 -5.114 0 12.886 -2,86l
3 -209 27 -7.102 -10 9.898 -2,069
4 -1 5 4 36 -8 .7 6 8 -2 0 7 .2 3 2 -1,114
5 - 79 45 -10.138 -3 0 4.862 - 384
6 00 54 -11.239 -40 2 .7 6 1 000
7 72 63 -1 2 .0 7 9 -5 0 O .9 2 1 66
8 12 8 72 -1 2 .6 7 3  -60 -0 .6 7 3 - 86
9 1 6 5 81 -1 3 .0 2 5 -70 -2 .0 2 5 - 334
Cro:m 177 90 -13.142 -8 0 -3.142 - 556
2- -6,333
c o -y Mm A-s „ ImAx _ -6,333 x 10 x 144 n .. ,O 2 a 2 2- EX 0 2 -2 331 = 2  30,000 x 10,000 “ -0.0/96 r t .  upwardc
(1) (2) (3) W  (5) (6)
M m Mm
Dummy moment Dummy moment Dummy moment Dummy
due to vertical due to II„ due to load boam
reaction J moment
= (2)+(3) + (2*) o pSegment Kip-Pt. Kip-Pt. Kip-Pt. ICip-Pt. ICip-Pt. Kip -Ptf
A 00 0 0 0 0 0
1 - 1 6 6  8 . 5  -5 .0 7 5k 0 3 .2*22*6 - 5 6 8
2 -222 1 7 -9.1*385 0 7.561^ -1,679
3 -209 2 5 . 5 -13.0398 0 12.2*602 -2,60k
k -1 5k 3k -1 6 . 0 9 8 7 - 1 0  7 .9 0 2 0 -1,217
5 - 79 k2.5-1 8 . 6 1 7 6  - 2 0 3 ,8821* —  307
6 00 5 1 -2 0.632*1* -3 0 0 .3 6 6 0 000
7 72 59.5 -22.1771 -kO -2 . 6 7 7 1 - 1938 1 2 3 68 -2 3 .2 6 6 3 - 5 0 -5 .2 6 6 3 - 67k
9 1 6 5 76.5 -23,9137 -6 0 -7.4137 -1 , 2 2 3Crown 177 85 -22*,1290 - 70 -9.1290 -l,6l6
51 -1 0 ,0 8 0
,C „ ^ HmAs „<£Mm.Ax „ -10,080 x 10 x 12*2* „ ^O 0 = —  ■> 2>.—=rr—  = 2 — .-...-.-.. =-0.09676 Pt. upward3 El -^c 30,000 x 10,000 *
TABLE 10 - THE VERTICAL DEFLECTION AT POINT 3
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
M m Mm
Dummy moment Dummy moment Dummy moment Dummy
due to vertical due to due to load beam
reaction moment
a(2)+(3)+(4) o pSegment Kip-Ft. Kip-Ft. Kip-Ft. Kip-Ft. Kip-Ft. Xip^-FtT
A 00 0 0 0 0
1 - 1 6 6 8 -5.7159 0 2.2841 -379
2 -222 1 6 -10.5739 0 5 .^ 2 6 1 -1 , 2 0 5
3 -209 24 -14.6854 0 9.3146 -1,035
k - 1 5 4  32 -1 3 . 1 3 0 4  0 1 3 . 8 6 9 6 -2,140
5 - 79 40 -20.96 7k - 1 0 9 .0 3 2 6 - 7 1 4
6 00 48 -23.2384 -20 0.4760 000
7 72 56 -25.3781 -30 0.6219 - 45
8 128 64 -26.2017 -40 -2.2017 - 282
9 1 6 5 72 -26.9316 -50 -4.9316 - 8l4
Crown 177 80 -2 7 .17^0 -60 -7 .17^0 -1 , 2 7 0
2 L-8 ,7 0 5
X « -rMmAs „ -8,70 5 x 10 x 144* 2 Z ~ e T—  *  3 2 ~3o,ooo~ i o ,"doo~ ■ -°-08^ 6 Ft- uP',ardc
TABLE 11 - THE VERTICAL DEFLECTION AT POINT 4
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(1) (2) (3) (**) (5) (6)
M m Mm
Dummy moment Dummy moment Dummy moment Dummy
due to vertical due to due to load beam
reaction  ^ moment
-(2)+(3)+M 2 2Segment ICip-Ft. Kip-Ft. Kip-Ft. Kip-Ft. Kip-Ft. Kip-Ft.
A 0 0 0 0 0
1 -16 6 7 .5 -6.8305 0 0.6695 -HI
2 -222 15 -12.6358 0 2.361*2 -525
3 -209 22.5 -17.5^91 0 i*.9509 -1,0351* -15** 30 -21.6658 0 8.33**2 -1,283
5 - 79 37.5 -25.0557 0 12.1*1*1*3 - 71**
6 00 45 -27.7000 -10 7.2300 000
7 72 52.5 -29.81*61 -20 2.6539 - 191
8 128 60 -3 1 .3 1 1 0 -30 -1 .3 1 1 0 - 168
9 165 67.5 -32.1833 -1*0 -**.6833 - 773
Crown 177 75 -32.1*730 -50 -7.**730 -1,323
2- -6,009
C* c -5- Mm s „ ^ Mm A x  _ -6.009 x 10 x ll*l* _ _ ... .^5 “ 2^  El " 2 ^  El “ 2 30,000 x 10,000 “-0.05768 Ft. upwardc
TABLE 12 - THE VERTICAL DEFLECTION AT POINT 5
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
M m Mm
Dummy moment Dummy moment Dummy moment Dummy
due to vertical due to due to load beamreaction moment
“(2)+(3)+(4) 2 2
Segment Kip-Ft. Kip-Ft. Kip-Ft. Kip-Ft. Kip-Ft. Kip -Ft7
A 000 0 0 0
1 - 1 6 6 7 -8.5451 0 -1.5451 256
2 -222 l 4  - 1 5 .8 0 8 b 0 - 1 .8 0 8 6  402
3 -209 21 -21.9544 0 -0.9544 199
4 -154 28 -27.1045 0 9*8955 -138
5 - 79 35 -31.3453 0 3*8547 -2896 00 42 -34.7409 0 7*2600 000
7 72 49 -37.3382 -10 -1*6618 120
8 128 56 -3 9 .1 7 1 0 -20 -3*1710 -406
9 16 5 63 -4 0 .2 6 2 1 -30 -7 .0 2 6 1 -1 ,1 6 0
Crown 177 70 -40.6245 -40 -10.6245 -l,88l
2.-2,893
S 6 .  - 2 ■ 2 " l o ^ o o V ^ o ^ -------o*02^  »*• up ^ dc
TABLE 13 - THE VERTICAL DEFLECTION AT POINT 6
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TABLE 1** - THE VERTICAL DEFLECTION AT POINT 7 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6}
M m Mm
Dummy moment Dummy moment Dummy moment Dummydue to vertical due to H„ due to load beam
reaction ' moment
“(2)+(3)+(*0 o 2Segment JKip-Ft. Kip-Ft. Kip-Ft. Kip-Ft. Kip-Ft. Kip -Ft7
A1 -1 6 6 6 .5 -10 .9 2 9 2 0 -if.4202 734
2 -222  13  - 2 0 .2 0 1 2  0 - 7 .2 0 1 2  1 ,5 9 9
3 -209 1 9 .5  -28.0563 0 -8 .5 5 6 3 1,788
4 -154 28 -34.6378 0 -8.6378 1,330
5 - 79 32.5 -40.0574 0 -7.577** 5996 00 39 -44.3966 0 -5.3990 000
7 72 45.5 -47.7158 0 -2.2158 - 1608 128 52 -50.0580 -10 -8.0580 -1 ,0 3 0
9 16 5 58.5 -5 1.4 5 2 0 -20 -12 .9 5 2 0 -2,137
Crown 177 65 -51.9155 -30 -16.9155 -2,994
J^-2 72 .2 9
C o < H»As 9 ■«- Mm Ax 0 -272.29 x 10 x 144 n .O 7 “ 2 2- El " 2 *21 ei " 2 30,000 x 10,000 “ - 0*0106 upwardc
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TABLE 15 - THE VERTICAL DEELECTIONS AT POINT 8
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
M m Mm
Dummy moment Dummy moment Dummy moment Dummy
due to vertical due to Ho due to load Learnreaction moment
*(2)+(3)+(4) „ 2
Segment Kip-Ft. Kip-Ft. Kip-Ft. Kip-Ft. Kip-Ft. Kip -FtfP_____________________________________________________________________________________
A
1 -166 6 -13.3528 0 -7.5528 1,2542 -222 12 -25.0714 0 -13.0714 2,9 0 2
3 -209 18 -34.8202 0 -16.8202 3,515
4 -15^ 24 -42.9885 0 -18.9885 2,924
5 - 79 30 -49.7146 0 -1 9 .71^6 1,557
6 00 36 -55.0 99 9 0 -19 .0 9 9 0 000
7 72 42 -59.2193 0 -17.2193 -1,2408 128 48 -6 2 .12 6 0 0 -14.1260 -1 ,8 0 8
9 165 5** -6 3 .8 5 6 7 -10 -19 .8 5 6 0 -3 ,2 7 6
Crown 1 7 7 60 -64.4315 -20 -24.5315 -4,323
21.504X  _ ~ -y Mm^s « —  Mm^x « 1.504 x 10 x 144 n niM,2 ^  *2J2. - 2 30,000 x 10,000 0.0144 Ft. downward
S4
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
M m Mm
Dummy moment Dummy moment Dummy moment Dummydue to vertical due to due to load beam
reaction y moment
-(2)+<3)+(4) 2 2Segment Kip-Ft. ICip-Ft. ICip-Ft. ICip-Ft. ICip-Ft. Kip -Ftf
A
1 - 1 6 6 5 .5  -13 .7 3 9 8 0 -8.2398 1 ,3 6 8
2 -222 1 1 -25.4173 0 -14.4173 3 ,2 0 1
3 -209 1 6 .5  -3 5.30 0 6 0 -18 ,8 0 0 6 3,929
4 -154 22 -43.5816 0 -21.5816 3,324
5 - 79 2 7 .5  -50.4012 0 -2 2 .9 0 12 1,5576 00 33 -55.8 60 2 0 -22.8600 000
7 72 38.5 -60.0364 0 -21.5346 -1,5508 128 44 -62.9830 0 -I8.9830 -2,430
9 16 5 49.5 -64.7378 0 -15.2370 -2,514
Crown 177 55 -6 5.3 2 0 5 -10 -20.3200 -3,597
2.3,5^0
r 0 -r Mm A  s 0 -y MnxAx „ 3.540 x 10 x 144 n . TTMTTe>wl8 Ei “ 2 El “ 2 3Q ,000 x 10,000 ®-0.03398 Ft. downwardc
TABLE 16 - THE VERTICAL DEFLECTION AT POINT 9
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
M mDummy moment Dummy moment Dummy moment Dummy Mmdue to vertical due to due to load beamreaction moment
“(2) +(3) + (4)  ^ 2Segment Kip-Ft. Kip-Ft. Kip-Ft. Kip-Ft. Kip-Ft. Kip -FtT
A
1 -166 5 -J.4.0638 0 -9.0638 1 ,5 0 5
2 -222 10 -26.0165 0 -I6.OI65 5,5573 -209 15 -36.1329 0 -21.1329 4,4l74 -154 20 -44.6019 0 -24.6091 3*7905 - 79 25 -51.5887 0 -26.5887 2,1016 00 30 -57.1770 0 -27.1770 0007 72 35 -61.4518 0 -26.4158 -1,9058 128 40 -64.4680 0 -24.4680 -3,132
9 165 45 -66.2641 0 -21.2641 -3,509Crown 177 50 -66.8605 0 -16.8605 -2,984
^3,841
£  « -r Mm^  s « — « 3,84l x 10 x 144 «kJ^ _ 8 2 2- " « 2 7 rjgr— a 2 —’jrvrvr'1*“" a —0 .03oo Ft. downward10 El ^E I  30,000 x 10,000 * • w 11 kvcixc
TABLE 17 - THE VERTICAL DEFLECTION AT POINT 10
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TABLE 18 - FIRST REVISED HORIZONTAL REACTION
(1) (2 ) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8 ) (9)
X Y Y'aY+6 M Mm m2
« (5 )+ (8 )Deflec- Moment Moment
tion due to due to
load vertical
reaction p o p pSeg. Ft. Ft. Ft. Ft. Kip-Ft. Kip-Ft. Kip-Ft. Kip'-Ftf Kip -Ft?
A 0 0
1 10 7 .3 6 2 1 0.04003 7 .^ 0 2 1 - 100 2,000 1 ,9 0 0 14,063 54.791
2 20 13.6191 0.07960 13.6987 - 400 4,000 3,600 49,318 187.654
3 30 1 8 .9 1 4 8 0.09676 1 9 . 0 1 1 5  - 900 6,000 5 ,10 0 9 6,958 361.437
4 40 23.3519 0.08356 23.4353 - 1 ,6 0 0 8,000 6,400 149,986 5^9 .2 1 8
5 50 2 7.0 0 5 6 0.05678 2 7 .0 6 3 2 - 2,500 10,000 7 ,50 0 2 0 2 ,9 74 7 3 2 .4 1 6
6 60 2 9 .9 3 10 0.02777 29.9587 - 3,600 12 ,0 0 0 8,400 251,653 8 9 7.5 2 37 70 3 2 .16 8 7 0.00261 32.1713 - 4,900 14,000 9 ,10 0 292,758 1 ,034.990
8 80 33.7^78 -0.01440 33.733^ - 6,400 16 ,000 9,600 323,840 1,137*940
9 90 34.6878 -0.0339S 34.6538 - 8 ,10 0 18,000 9,900 34 3 ,0 72 1,200.885
Crown 100 35.0000 -O.03687 3^.9631 -10,000 20,000 10,000 340,631 1,222.400
Z2,074,250 217,379.250 
= 280.806 Kips■L 2 2  in 7,379.25
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TABLE 19 - FIRST REVISED REAL BEAM MOMENT
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Y Y* K. , M*
hl
Simple Vertical Moment First revised
beam deflection due to IL real beam
moment moment
“ (1} + (5 iSegment Kip-Ft. Ft. Ft. Ft. Kip-Ft. Kip^-Ft.
A
1 1 , 9 0 0 7 . 3 6 2 1 0.0400 7.4021 -2,079 -179
2 3 , 6 0 0 13.6191 0.0799 13.6937 -3,847 -247
3 5 , 1 0 0 18.9148 0 . 0 9 6 8 19.0115 -5,338 - 2 3 8
4 6,400 2 3 . 3 5 1 9  0 . 0 8 3 6 2 3 . 4 3 5 4 -6 , 5 8 1 - 1 8 1
5 7 , 5 0 0 2 7 . 0 0 5 6 0 . 0 5 7 7 2 7 . 0 6 3 2 -7 , 6 0 0 - 1 0 0
6 8,400 2 9 . 9 3 1 0 0 . 0 2 7 8 29.9587 -8,413 13
7 9 , 1 0 0 3 2 . 1 6 7 8  0 . 0 0 2 6 32.1713 -9 , 0 3 4 64
8 9 , 6 0 0 33.7473 -0.0144 33.7334 -9,473 127
9 9 , 9 0 0 3 4 . 6 8 7 8 -0.0340 3 4 . 6 5 3 3 -9,731 1 6 9




Segment Kip-Ft. Kip-Ft. Kip^-Ft?
A
1 -179 9.365 -1,686
2 -247 8.750 -2,178
3 -238 8.153 -1.7W*4 -181 7.572 -1,393
5 -100 6.504 - 669
6 13 6.451 1037 64 6.059 375
8 127 5.381 6189 169 4.863 797Crown 182 4.458 771
Z-5,006
A , - 2 Z -T?-—  - 2 2 K' ; A * - 2 X 1?»3Cnn»1* = -0.04811 El ^ El 30,000 x 10,000 tc ’ * Ft. upward
TABLE 21 - THE VERTICAL DEFLECTION AT POINT 2
Mf m M*m
Segment Kip-Ft. Kip-Ft. Kip^-Ft?
A1 -179 6.235 -1,1222 -247 12.886 -3,2033 -238 9.898 -2,1184 -181 7.232 -1,330
5 -100 4.862 - 5006 13 2.761 44
7 64 0.921 578 127 -0.673 - 82
9 160 -2.025 - 332Crown 182 -3.142 - 556
-8,971
^ A  ^-r M*m^ x « -8,971 x 10 x 144  ^rt0r-.
* *  - ■  ^ - 0 7 -  - 2 Mia » 1 0 , 0 . .
TABLE 20 - THE VERTICAL DEFLECTION AT POINT 1
TABLE 22 - THE VERTICAL DEFLECTION AT POINT 3
M ’ m M1 m
Segment Kip-Ft. Kip-Ft. Kip--Ftf
A
1 -179 3.4246 - 6l6
2 -247 7 . 5 6 14 -1 , 8 8 2
3 - 2 3 8 1 2 . 4 6 0 2 -2 , 6 6 6
4 -181 7.9020 -1,454
5 -100 3.8824 - 399
6 13 0 . 3 6 6 0 6
7 .64 -2 . 6 7 7 1  - 1 6 5
8 127 -5 . 2 6 6 3 - 647
9 1 6 9 -7.4137 -1,215Crown 182 -9 . 1 2 9 0 -1,615
X-10,653a „ <r M’ m^ s M*m.A x n -1 0 , 6 5 3  x 10 x 144 „A 3 - ZZ-gf - 22- - B f 7  - 2 3 0 logs x 1 0 ,000'
TABLE 23 - THE VERTICAL DEFLECTION AT POINT 4
M * m M * m
Segment Kip-Ft. Kip-Ft. Kip2-Ft?
A
1 -179 - 5.7159 - 411
2 -247 -10.5739 -1,351
3 - 2 3 8 -1 4 . 6 8 5 4  -1,993
4 -181 -18.1304 -2 , 5 5 2
5 - 1 0 0 -2 0 . 9 6 7 4 - 930
6 13 -23.2384 8
7 64 -25.3781 38
8 1 2 7 -26.2021 - 270
9 169 -26.9316 - 809Crown 182 -27.1740 -1 , 2 9 6
.2.-9,539
_r- M ’m-A s n^ M ' m A x  „ _-_9_^ 535 x 10 x 144 _ 0 rtni<
■ 2Z - s r -  ■ 2 3 0 ,0 0 0 . 1 0 , 0 0 0
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TABLE 2k - THE VERTICAL DEFLECTION AT POINT 5
M 1 m M * m
Segment Kip-Ft. Kip-Ft. Kip2-Ft?
A
1 -170 0.6695 - 1202 -2k7 2.3642 -1,351
3 -2 3 8 4.9509 -1,993
k - 1 8 1  8 .33^2 -2 ,5 5 2
5 - 1 0 0 12.4443 - 930
6 13 7 .2 3 0 0  8
7 64 -2.6539 388 127 -1.3110 - 270
9 169 -4.6833 - ,809Crown 182 -7.4730 -1,269
^-6,555
, ^M'niAx „ -6.555 x 10 x 144 ~ «/-—A 5 = 22.-*r“  - 2^ - eT 7 "  - 2 30,000 X 10,000 Ft."upward
TABLE 25 - THE VERTICAL DEFLECTION AT POINT 6
M * m M ' m
Segment Kip-Ft. Kip-Ft. Kip2-Ft?
A
1 -170 -1.5451 278
2 - 2 4 7 -1 .8 0 8 6  450
3 -238 -0.9544 202
k -181 0.8955 - 164
5 -100 3.6547 - 376
6 13 7 .2 6 0 0 1 1 6
7 bv 1.6618 103
8 127 -3.1710 - 390
9 169 -7.0261 -1,152
Crown 182 -10.6245 -1,880
^-2,811
A  .cM'inAs n<cM'mAx „ -2,811 x 10 x 144 _ _n noon 
6 ■ 2Z—— ’ 2^ - ^ T  2 3 0 ,0 0 0 x 1 0 ,0 0 0
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TABLE 26 - THE VERTICAL DEFLECTION AT POINT 7
M* m M*m
Segment Kip-Ft. Kip-Ft. Kip2-Ft?
AX -170 -4.4202 795
2 -247 -7.2012 1,790
3 -238 -8.5563 1,8334 -l8l -8.$380 1,589
5 -100 -7 .577** 780
6 13 -5.3990 - 86
7 64 -2.2158 - 137
8 127 .^ 8.0580 - 991
9 169 -12.9502 -2,124
Croim 182 -16.9155 -2,99**
27-1,105
X „ ^  M 1 m s « -1,105 x 10 x 144 „
A 7 -  22 - bT -  -  22 - eT -  ■ 2 s o - .o ^ o -T -o T o o -^ , -^ ^
TABLE 27 - THE VERTICAL DEFLECTION AT POINT 8
M * m M * m
2 2Segment Kip-Ft. Kip-Ft. Kip -Ft.
A
1 -170 - 7.5528 1,360
2 -2 47 -13.071** 3,25**
3 -238 -16.8202 3,599
4 -18 1 -18.9885 3, **93
5 -100 -1 9 .71**6 2,030
6 13 -19.0990 - 305
7 64 -17.2193 -1,067
8 127 -1**.1260 -1,737
9 169 -19.8560 -3,256
Crown 182 -24.5315 -4,32**
27 0.0293
A  = . 2 2 “^  . 2 f  - 0.02938 ^  3 0 ,0 0 0 x 10,00?t> d0Knward
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TABLE 28 - THE VERTICAL DEFLECTION AT POINT 9
M* m M*m
Segment Kip-Ft. Kip-Ft. Kip^-Ft?
A
1 -170 - 8.2398 1,483
2 -247 -14.4173 3,5893 - 2 3 8 -1 8 . 8 0 0 6 4 , 0 2 3
4 - 1 8 1  -21.5816 3,9715 -100 -22.9012 2,358
6 1 3 -2 2 . 8 6 0 0 - 3 6 5
7 64 -21.5346 -1,335
8 127 -1 8 . 9 8 3 0 -2,334
9 169 -15.2370 -2,498Crown 182 -20.3200 -3,590
,25,301
„<M'niAs „ M*m^x « 5,301 x 10 x 144 ----
A 9 = 2 2 ^ x  - 2 -2 ^ 1  " 2 3 0 ,0 0 0 x 1 0 ,0 0a.c ’ ’ Ft. downward
TABLE 29 - THE VERTICAL DEFLECTION AT POINT 10
M* m M*m
Segment Kip-Ft. Kip-Ft. Kip2-Ft?
A
1 -170 - 9.0638 1,631
2 -247 -16.0165 3,988
3 - 2 3 8 -2 1 . 1 3 2 9  4 , 0 2 34 -18 1 -24.6091 4,528
5 - 1 0 0 -2 6 . 5 8 8 7 2 , 7 3 8
6 13 -2 7 . 1 7 7 0  - 434
7 64 -2 6 . 4 1 5 8 -1,640
8 127 -24.4680 -3,009
9 169 -21.2641 -3,487Crown 182 -16.8605 -2,984
2-5,853
a -oH'mAs „^-M'mAx „ 5,853 x 10 x 144 „ oA 10 - 2^ - bT -  - = 2 3 0 ,00 6" x” o , o o ^ - d° ^ 6 i 8
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TABLE 30--SECOND REVISED HORIZONTAL REACTION
(1) (2 ) (3) W (5) (6 ) (7) (8 ) (9 )
X Y Y* eY+4 M Mm m* 2
**in =.(5 )'f(6 )
Deflec- Moment Moment
tion due to due to
load vertical
reaction 0
See. Ft. . Ft. Ft. Kip-Ft. Kip-Ft. Kip-Ft. Kip-Ft. Kip-Ft. ICip^-FtT
A 0 0 0
1 10 7 .3^21 O.OifSl 7 .if10 2 - 100 2 ,0 0 0 1 , 9 0 0 1 if ,0 7 9 5 ^ , 9 1 1 0
2 20 13.6191 0 . 0 8 6 1 1 3 . 7 0 5 2 - if 00 if, 000 3 , 6 0 0 if9 , 3 3 8 1 8 7 . 8 3 2
3 30 1 8 .91^8 0 . 0 1 0 2 1 9 . 0 1 7 0  - 900 6 ,0 0 0 5 , 1 0 0 9 6 , 9 8 6 3 6 1 .6if6
if ifO 23.3519 0 . 0 9 1 6 2 3 . if if35 - 1 , 6 0 0 8 ,0 0 0 6 ,if00 1 5 0 , 0 3 8 5Jf9.597
5 50 2 7 . 0 0 5 6 0 .0 6 2 9 2 7 . 0 6 8 5 - 2 , 5 0 0 1 0 , 0 0 0 7 , 5 0 0 2 0 3 , 0 1 3 7 3 2 . 7 0 3
6 60 29.9310 0 . 0 2 7 0 2 9 .9 5 8 0 - 3 , 6 0 0 1 2 , 0 0 0 8 ,if00 2 5 1 ,6if7 8 9 7.if82
7 70 3 2 . 1 6 8 7 0 . 0 1 0 6 3 2 . 1 7 9 3  - if, 900 lif,000 9 , 1 0 0 2 9 2 , 8 3 1 1 ,0 3 5 . 5 0 7
8 80 33.7^78 -0.0293 33.7185 - 6 ,if00 1 6 , 0 0 0 9 ,6 0 0 3 2 2 , 6 9 7 1,136.937
9 90 3if.6O78 -0 .0 5 0 8 3if. 6369 - 8 , 1 0 0 1 8 , 0 0 0 9 , 9 0 0 3if2 ,9 0 5 1 ,1 9 9 ,7 1 k
Cro wn 100 3 5 .0000 -O.O562 3if.9if38 -10,000 20,000 10,000 3if9,if38 1,221.069
Z  207,397 2 :7 ,3 7 7 . 1 9 0
H ’ = - Y’vniw  ■ 280.336 Kips
2 2 2 m 2 7,377.190
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TABLE 31 - SECOND REVISED REAL BEAM MOMENT
(1) (2 ) (3) (4)
Y*=Y+A
Simple Moment Second revised
beam due to H* real beam
moment moment
= 2 8 0 . 8 3 6 x ( 2 )  »  ( l ) + ( 3 )
Segment ICip-Ft. Kip-Ft. Kip-Ft. Kip* 12 3456789-Ft?
A
1 1 , 9 0 0 7.4102 -2 , 0 8 1 -l8l
2 3,600 13.7052 -3,8-1*9 -2-1*9
3 5 , 1 0 0 1 9 . 0 1 7 0  -5,341 -24l
4 6,400 23.4435 -6,584 -184
5 7 , 5 0 0 2 7 . 0 6 8 5 -7 , 6 0 2 - 1 0 2
6 8,400 2 9 . 9 5 8 0 -8,413 13
7 9 , 1 0 0 32.1793 -9,037 63
8 9 ,6 0 0 33.7185 -9,469 131
9 9 ,9 0 0 34.6369 -9,727 173
Crown 10,000 34.9438 -9,813 1 8 7
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Using Hardesty, Garrets and Hedricks* (l) empirical formula 
for two-hinged arch
Md ■ Me > ~  M  ----
X -  Me
in which M. is approximately the value for the moment at a given 
section which would be obtained if the deflection theory were 
applied; M is the value obtained for the moment at the same sec- 
tion by the first cycle of the elastic theory, Am is the difference 
in the given moment as indicated by the first and second cycles 
of the elastic theory,
11, - -179 -------- --------  - -181 Kip-Ft., 181-179
179M. a -247 ------------------------------- » -249 Kip-Ft.
2 i 249-247
179
ll, a -238  i------ a -241 Kip-Ft.
3 241-238 
x  235M. - -181  i------ a -184 Kip-Ft.
d4 - 184-181---- lBlM. a -100  i------ - -102 Kip-Ft.
5 1 102-100




M, a 6k a 6 5 Kip-Ft.
d7 . 6^-63
1" W
M = 127     = 131 Kip-Ft.
8 i 131-127
1 2 7
Hj a 1 6 9     = 1 7 0  Kip-Ft.
9 -i 173-169
169
M - 182 --------i------- a 18 3 Kip-Ft.
J.0 1 8 7 - 1 8 2
1 S 2
TABLE 32 - FINAL RESULTS
Elastic Deflection Deflection Deflection
tieory theory theory theory





I M . M , M - w —  $e dx d2 H e
Segment Kip-Ft. Kip-Ft. Kip-Ft. Kip-Ft.
0
1 - 1 6 6  - 1 7 9  -l8l -181 15.0$
2 -222 -247 -249 -249 12.1$
3 -2 0 9 -2 3 8 -24l -24l 1 5 .3%
4 - 1 5 4  - 1 8 1 -184 -184 19.5°»
5 -  79 -100 -102 -102 29.1$
6 0 13 13 13
7 72 64 03 65 -1 2 .57b
8 128 127 131 2.3$
9 1 6 5 16 9 173 1 7 0 4.8$




The preliminary calculations for the symmetrical two- 
hinged arch rib were sufficient to show that the elastic 
theory wa inadequate for the design of such a structure. 
The horizontal component of the reaction of the arch 
was obtained by the elastic theory to be 280.65991 kips, 
while that obtained by considering the effect of vertical 
deflection of the arch rib was 280.8360 kips* The diff­
erence between first and second cycle was less than 0.02% 
for this deflection theory. Therefore the second cycle 
produces a sufficiently accurate figure. This result was 
corroborated by Hardesty, Garrets and Hederick (1). The 
difference between the elastic analysis and the deflection 
analysis for the determination of the horizontal reaction 
was only 0.06 , therefore, it can be neglected. Since the 
change in H is negligible for the vertical deflection 
effects, the position of the thrust line remains very close 
to the position obtained in the elastic analysis. The 
following rela ionship is a very close approximation and 
is one of the arch properties.
A M o = T_ U 0 a a ae
in w h i c h i s  the change in moment at point a of the arch 
rib, Ta is the total thrust at the point a of the arch rib, 
Uae is the radial component of displacement of point A 
computed by the elastic theory.
The deflections of the arch rib from point A to segment 
6 were upward. It caused an increase of negative moments. 
The deflections of the arch rib from point 6 to the crown 











(L = 200 Ft| Rise = 35 Ft; I =* 10,000 Ft4)
Fig. 6-i
8 0
The variation in moments of the arch rib between the 
elastic theory and deflection theory is shown in Fig. 6-1. 
From the figure it is clear that, with exception of a point 
between 6 and 7 the moments obtained by the elastic theory 
were less than those obtained by the deflection theory. An 
increase of maximum negative moment of 29.17» occured at 




In the long span flexible arches, the neglecting of the 
deformed configuration of the arch axis caused by the load 
system may introduce an intolerable degree of inaccuracy in 
the stability computation of the structure. When the change 
in configuration of the axis is considered, it is mandatory 
that all deflection-causing effects be included in the 
problem. Otherwise the critical loading condition has not 
truly been produced.
From the numeric? 1 example, it was found that a two- 
hinged arch with a he'ght to span ratio of 1 to 6 may be 
very seriously affected by deflections of the arch axis.
The rib section analysed by the elastic theory should be 
enlarged and the entire analysis repeated.
The difference between the first and second cycles of 
the deflection theory as illustrated by Table 32 would be 
considered to be insignificant. The actual working equation 
used in obtaining deflections by the leastic theory was:
ds
in which M „ is the moment at point a in the d‘rection of the ae
deflections. Both and m theoretically may include the
i#effect of —^ (see equations 4-25). In the numerical example, 
the deflections and moments of both thfe elastic and deflec­
tion analysis were computed with neglecting of the term 
According to Beskin (1) an error in the range of 4% occurs 
in the value of the bending moments when the t e m  —  ^is 
neglected. f
Greater accuracy could have been obtained by increasing 
the number of segments of the arch rib. The error involved 
would normally be very small.
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